
Needs of a child
First level: Connection 

and bonding
Second level: Support 
to discover and develop 

our hidden potential, 
passions and 
individuality

Explore the „bubble“
-What triggered you?
-What does it feel like?

-What are your thoughts?
-What is your usual behaviour 

when you experience this?
-What are its roots in childhood 

condtioning?

Are you conscious about it?

What the f… 
do you want 

from me?

Maybe
Yes

Your emotional brain takes over

Thats good when the trigger is a lion!

It´s not so helpful when the trigger is something that your 
partner, a friend, a colleague or your boss says, does or

does not

Do you realize now that you talk or act unconsciously?

Defenses out of the unconscious mind or emotional brain 
or „emotional inner child“ or protection layer:

WTF do you 
want?

Sh...

Yes

Value your „emotional inner child“ and forgive 
yourself for talking or reacting unconsciously. 

Apologize if possible. Try again.

Really?

You are now in the „immature state“ and reactions come 
automatically, e.g. running away, fighting or playing dead

A trigger happens… sh…

☹

  You get activated and feel emotional

Maybe

Sure?

Great!

Now you can explore whats going on inside, open for vulnerability

You are now in the „mature state“

You think that´s boring? Do you prefer drama?

No!!!

Maybe...

Shame and the 
feeling of 

unworthiness? 

The qualities of maturity – Learning to live with dignity and integrity
· From reaction to witnessing
· From irresponsibility to accountability
· From judgment to deeper feeling, inner connection and appreciation
· From chaos to intention
· From avoidance to risk, from deadness to aliveness

OSHO „Every (wo)man is in search. It may be better to say that every (wo)man is a search, a longing for something; he/she does not understand exactly what, but something is missing, something 
incomplete, something not entire. There is a gap and that gap allows no one to remain at rest; it asks to be fulfilled and unless it is fulfilled, you will never know who you really are. Life is small and 
time is moving fast. If you go on only thinking and never taking a solid step toward transformation, toward awareness, toward crystallisation, it is not going to happen on its own accord. The reality is 
that the moment you are absolutely total, one pointed, single minded with an undivided heart, this very thoroughgoingness is the arrival. In this totality, in this intensity, the flower blossoms.“

Stages of Empowerment
Stage 0 – The robot stage
Stage 1 – Awareness of shame, shock, fear or automatic reactions
Stage 2 – Retrieving the energy of the protector
Stage 3 – Living our truth, taking responsibility for what we create and make peace
                 with what we don´t get, set limits when needed

Entitlement
The „Give it to me“ or „You owe it to me“ defense,

including expectations

Fear or
frozen fear = shock? 

First Aid - Shame: 
Change channels and 

move your ass!

First Aid - Fear:
Feel body sensations 
(and let feelings pass)

Control, rescuing, achievement and narcissism
The need to be in control defense

Collapse, depression and resignment
The giving up defense

Addictions
The soothing and distraction defense

Fixing
The quick solution defense, including giving advice

Mystification
The dependency defense

Attack, withdrawing, pleasing
The automatic defense

Life enfolds 

☺
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or

or

or
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Really?Yes

Integrate and appreciate your functional adult as well as your wounded self

Living in pain, stress, chaos and frustration 

☹

 

You have the freedom of choice! 
You can decide how you want to talk 

or act. You are not driven by the 
programming of your childhood.

Living in your essence with love, relaxation, inspiration, vitality, selfexpression and joy 

☺

 

Wounded 
layer

Abandonment or engulfment?

First Aid - Abandonment: Feel body 
sensations, be with the emptiness and 
loneliness….find what’s missing inside

First Aid - Invasion: Feel body 
sensations, let feelings pass… stand 

up for yourself in appropriate way!
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Learning Love - First Aid Kit

or

or

or

..something of what you think is totally mature, but one of the 
above is hidden behind it… even when you talk with a 

really really mature voice

Blaming

Judging

Connect and share with your partner 
(if you like). Make sure you stay on 
your side of the „tennis court“!


